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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for this interesting paper. The research contributes to the body of knowledge and raises some important questions in relation to the management aspects.

Whilst the participants are (as you point out a potential limitation) low in number there is a depth of information. The themes may well not change if you had interviewed more. The focus of your research is well justified given the gap in the literature. Your research approach is appropriate to the aim. I do think you need to justify the focus on your purposive recruitment of your participants given that the condition is prevalent in people with inflammatory arthritis i.e. can you justify your population from epidemiological data?

There are a few amendments required -

The abbreviation MsCs - I am not sure this is a conventional abbreviation - it is may be better to use MSK conditions.

Your philosophical approach is well described and justified but there needs to be a clear distinction between the approach and the methods under the umbrella term of IPA. You also need a reference to support the last sentence in the method Line 158-159.

Could you insert the ethics panel reference number.

As the data was collected in 2017 it maybe worth mentioning in the discussion part/s the potential for pathways to have changed within 2 years and possibly other aspects of care.

IN relation to the questions asked how were these arrived at? were they obtained from the researchers experience and then agreed between the co-authors, emerge from the literature or did you have patient expert opinion. Please describe how you think semi-structure fits with IPA. Perhaps define 'comfortable interaction' did you create conversation outside of the questions to settle the interviewees into the flow of the 'conversation' in order for them to feel comfortable to reveal the truth? This is especially important as you do say that they were interviewed in the clinic where they had reviewed their treatment.

Is there a difference between 'the founders of IPA' and the 'designers of IPA (lines 216-7).
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